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INTR ODUCTION
The Crypto industry as a whole has seen a momentous year of growth, heavily
spurred on by the entrance of institutional investors adopting Bitcoin due to its
store of value properties. The 2020 spike Bitcoin experienced was also
accelerated by its global adoption, as the number of global crypto users
reached 300 million in June 2021.
In the aftermath of COVID-19 and the acceleration of Blockchain adoption across
the world, it is also predicted that the Metaverse Industry is to expand further
within both the Virtual Reality (VR) and Non- Fungible Token (NFT) sectors.
According to Zion Market Research, the global metaverse market is expected to
reach approximately USD 814.7 billion by 2025, at a CAGR of 63.01% between
2019 and 2025.
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QQS is a tokenized
decentralized platform
aimed at creating a
metaverse with the
most advanced 3D
creation engine to
produce an immersive
virtual experience with
stunning visualizations
and user experience.
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The QQS Metaverse – QQ World, will comprise of real estate blocks and
our own unique NFT’s that can be Purchased & Governed by the QQ
Governance (QQG) token holders.
The native token of QQS is QQT and holders will be known as Quazinians. For
users to participate in the governance with voting rights of QQS, they required
QQG. QQG are given at a 1:1 ratio according to how many QQT you burnt.
QQC (QQ Credits) are also given at a 1:1 ratio according to how many QQT you
burnt. QQC can be used to purchase digitalized products, assets and many more
in the QQ World.
QQS will act as a hub and welcome people from all walks of life. From shoppers
to friends to crypto lovers. For the ﬁrst time ever, users will have access to an
alternate world and immersive content all in one place.
QQS vast user base will allow monetization through advertising and sponsorship
providing an opportunity to share in revenue generation via an NFT mechanism.
By using the world’s most advanced real time 3D Creation tools, QQS will leverage
this technology to create stunning visualizations and user experience. QQS users
will be able to earn revenue through digitalized products, real estate ownership,
advertising revenue, play games, build networks and much more.
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If You Want
To Be Part Of
Something,
Be Part Of
Something
Big
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CURRENT

CURRENT
LANDSCAPE
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According to market research, the global augmented and virtual reality market
was valued at around USD $26.7 billion in 2018, and is e xpected to reach
approximately $814.7 billion b y 2025, at a CAGR of 63% between 2019 and 2025.
Based on component, the augmented reality and virtual reality market is
segmented into semiconductor components, sensors, and others. In 2021, the
semiconductor components segment accounted for the largest share in
augmented reality and virtual reality market. The major components that drive AR
and VR technologies include HMD s, wearable screens, computing units, and
sensors. Continuous R&D over the last decade has allowed tech ﬁrms t o deliver
revolutionary headgear, and AR and VR systems that are inexpensive, accessible,
compact, and eﬀective.
A rise in demand for AR/VR semiconductor components in gaming, costeﬀective beneﬁts of augmented and virtual reality-based solutions, resistance to
adopting augmented and virtual reality technology, and introduction of industry speciﬁc solutions are among the major factors inﬂuencing the market for AR and
VR semiconductor components. Video games are among the most common
augmented and virtual reality technologies, and the number of gamers (AR and
VR based games) around the world has risen rapidly in recent years, contributing
to the augmented reality and virtual reality market growth.
The COVID-19 pandemic drastically aﬀected the travel sector in the world in 2020
and early 2021. Therefore, the travel sector is increasingly implementing AR and
VR technologies to oﬀer the viewers a traveling experience by staying in their
own homes. People could explore the world by sitting comfortably on their
couches. Thus, companies are working hard to transform travel experiences with
the help of self-guided t ours technology. AR technology alters travelers'
perceptions of their physical surroundings and provides supplemental tourism
experiences and opportunities for interaction.

www.QQS.club
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QQ World

QQ World is the bridge between physical and virtual
worlds within the decentralized and open source virtual
world. Cryptographic protocols will emerge for managing
digital value, for example, digital art, advertising space real
estate blocks and own unique NFT's.

QQS will provide an
unprecedented
VR Experience for the
community, bringing
Quazinians together all in
one immersive and
engaging environment
QQ World will have shopping districts to appeal to all, giving
users an immersive discovery-driven brand experience with
global access to iconic stores. Merchants are also able to
open their retail doors 24/7 and making stores highly
accessible.
You can even build your dream home in QQ World. Use
your QQ Credits to purchase land for your home and even
get some NFT’s to decorate it.
Our aim is to make this virtual world a place where people
can do not just things similar in the real world, without
physical limitations, but in a more fun and interesting digital
way.

www.QQS.club
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QQ Card
Quazinians will be eligible to apply for QQ debit card – QQ Card.
QQ Card comes in both VISA and UNIONPAY for your convenience.
The card allows you to Spend to Earn (S2E) and purchase products with the
highest rebates in the market. There are various tiers to your rebate rate.
"Burn" your way up the tiers to get a 15% rebate on products on top of the
emission shares earned.

www.QQS.club
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QQ APP

With the unique QQS’s "Burn to Earn (B2E)" concept, this Merchant/Consumer
Apps allow Quazinians to trade and enjoy B2E for both Merchants and Consumers.
Shop for a product and be incentivize with the discount % that the merchant is
oﬀering as rebates. All the discount given by merchant will also be calculated and
burn accordingly to increase your emission shares.
The discount is shared between the merchant and consumer at a ratio of 70:30.

Example: Alex bought an iPhone for $1000 in QQ World. The merchant
agrees 10% discount. Therefore, the merchant will swap and burn $1000 x
10%= $100 worth of QQT in PancakeSwap.
With that, 70% of the merchant rebate will add to Alex's emission shares.
30% will go to merchant's emission shares.

Alex

Purchase Iphone
$1,000

Alex Emission
Shares

Merchant

$70

Merchant
Discount

Oﬀers

10%

70%
30%

Merchant Emission
Shares

$100

$30

If the price of QQT is $1/QQT at the point when Alex purchase the iPhone. Alex
will increase his emission shares by 70 more shares from the main emission
pool. Now, imagine the price of QQT hit $2/QQT or more. This iPhone may be
free over time. The merchant discount is returned too!

www.QQS.club
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QQ NFT
QQ NFT is a vital part of our ecosystem dealing with NFT’s (Non-fungible tokens).
These collectible series ranges from Quokka digital art to Virtual Real Estate
NFT’s. They are unique, noninterchangeable assets minted on-chain and can be
purchased with QQ Credits.
One of the uses for QQ’s Virtual Real Estate NFT’s will give you ownership of an
allocated space in our QQ World. It is similar to buying a plot of space and it can
be rented out or sold for proﬁt. Owners of the NFTs can also trade them at our
OTC NFT counter.

www.QQS.club
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QQ DAO
QQS will work on a Governance model. Quazinian who owns QQG (QQ
Governance) will form part of that Governance council. When QQS has a
direction or expansion proposal, Each Quazinian will vote via a DAO.
Proposals will be made to the DAO where QQG holders will vote with the
majority vote winning.

www.QQS.club
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PRINCIPLES
#CREATE

“Unleash Your Creativity”
Create artworks, challenges and more, using the simple Builder tool
provided, then take part in e vents to win priz es. For more
experienced creators, the SDK (software developmen t kit) provides
the tools to ﬁll the world with social games and applications.

#SOCIALIZE
“Relax, Chill, Have Fun”
Quazinians can come and play games, entertain friends, and network
through a truly immersive, ﬁrst-person perspective of our QQ World.

#SHOP
“Shopping Has Never Been So Fun”
Quazinians can shop and earn huge rebates all in QQ World. Just
think of a virtual mall that has everything you need.

#EARN
“Generate Revenue Through Multiple Income Streams”
QQS will be a land of earning opportunities for Quazinians.
Following the , QQ World real estate will be made available for
Quazinians to purchase. Other opportunities will consist of passive
earning QQ Rewards and advertising

www.QQS.club
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PROPOSITION
A metaverse where
enthusiasts will come f or

A Friendly Envionment
For Partnerships,
Social Networking
& Shopping

Multiple
Stream’s Of
Income

An Opportunity To
Access Educational
& Learning Tools

Secure
Decentralised
Virtual World

Buy, Sell & Lease
Virtual Real Estate

www.QQS.club
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QQT
TOKEN
ALLOCATION
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QQT
Tokenomics
Token Distribution
Total suppl y: 10,000,000,000 (10 billion)
Emission : 9,900,000,000 (99%)
Pre-mined : 100,000,000 (1%)

Pre-Mined Distribution
Token Sales : 60,000,000
DAO : 20,000,000
Liquidity : 20,000,000

1% of Pre -mined QQT

100,000,000 Distribution Model

20 million QQT

Development Team/Founders

60 million QQT

Presale @0.003 USDT

20 million QQT

Pancake LP

*These 20m QQT will be burnt as a guarantee that Development Team/
Founders will not dump their QQT but instead will be issued DAO pools
shares at launch to get emission shares just like all other token holders.

www.QQS.club
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QQT Presale
Structure

Presale will be conducted over 60 phrases over 60 days with 1 million QQT
released for sales, A total of 60 million will be released with each phase @ 0. 5%
increase in price.
Day 1

1m @ 0.00258 USDT/ QQT

Day 2

1m @ 0.002580 + 0.5%= 0.002593 USDT/ QQT

Day 3

1m @ 0.002593 + 0.5%= 0.002606 USDT/ QQT

Day 10

1m @ 0.002698 USDT/ QQT

Day 60

1m @ 0.003463 USDT/ QQT

When presale is completed,
a total of 60m x 0.003USDT= 180,000 USDT will be raised.

QQT
PancakeSwap LP

The balance of these 20 million QQT will be paired with the 180,000 USDT
raised from presale to be inducted to the Liquidity Pool in PancakeSwap. The LP
of 180,000 USDT/20m QQT will be nulled forever when provided in

PancakeSwap thus, preventing the development team from doing a “rug pull”.
This action will allow Quazinians to safely join and burn QQT with maximum ease
throughout the QQS Project.

PancakeSwap
180,000 USDT/ 20m QQT

www.QQS.club
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Smart Contract
Presale: QQT (v.1) Token:
0x1998708bcebDba72EBb484E76F3112b8C50294b4
*QQT (v.2) Token:
0xA9fD8Df5355211bc12fE7a70DeBDfc68e4Feb728
QQC Token:
0x552CEB4330ea92C66cDAa457d26524766b7c32Da
QQG Token:
0x66592b510Fe0217364208B4aD9894925F5212A63
Liquidity Pool (LP):
0xd86B9875b4e42B34EFdd3CF5f5Ade82dbf5adC9b

* QQT (v.2) Token was deployed after presale with minor updates and bug fixes

www.QQS.club
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QQT Emission Allocation
Main Pool : 80%

DAO Pool B : 6%

DAO Pool A : 10%

DAO Pool C : 4%

Main Pool - 80%
Main pool emission will be based on the amount of QQT burnt, QQ Rewards and QQ
rebates and therefore emitted daily for all Quazinians.
For every 1 QQT burnt, you are entitled to 1 Main Pool share.

DAO Pool - 20%
DAO pool emission is shared among Development Team and for Quazinians who
maintain the biggest communities,
Require a minimum of 2 Communities with at least $10,000 worth of QQT burnt to
be eligible for DAO Pool Shares. After which for every consecutive community that
burnt at least $10,000 worth of QQT, you may get more DAO pool shares. Eligibility
of DAO Pool shares is based on accumulation of QQT burnt from your community.

Maximum shares for allocation for DAO Pool A, B, C are 1000, 200, 50 respectively.
Once you are eligible for DAO Pool shares, you must have an active main pool
emission to enjoy the benefits.
Daily emission for DAO Pool A, B, C are 10%, 6% and 4% respectively.
DAO Pool emission will not contribute to the accumulation of your emission cap.
Emission shares are capped at 2 times the dollar value of your QQT burnt.
www.QQS.club
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Emission Decay Model
Daily emission is planned for launch on 18th July 2022 starting with 250,000 QQT
and will decay by 5% every 30 days until 50,000QQT at which point it will be
fixed. It can be changed later via governance votes.
Refer to below for emission schedule.

www.QQS.club
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Mechanics of QQT

Whenever anyone purchases QQT, it will be 100% burn, and Quazinians will be
eligible for daily emission until 9.9b QQT emission is over. This component is to
create a fairer model not only to beneﬁt the early adopters of QQS but also to
investors who come in later. We want to create QQS in a way that both old and
new investors will enjoy similar beneﬁts.
A minimum of 3% Swap Fee and a 1.5% Transfer Fee will be administered when
swapping from QQT to USDT and transferring QQT to another wallet address,
respectively to minimize market manipulation.

Dynamic Price Equilibrium Protocol
To further prevent whales from pump and dumps and manipulation, and to
improve price stability with a higher upside potential for the coin, we are
incorporating the Dynamic Price Equilibrium Protocol.
In this protocol, for every drop in QQT token price in the last 24 hours, the transfer
fees for selling QQT will adjust accordingly.
Refer to below for Dynamic Price Equilibrium Protocol table

www.QQS.club
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QQT TOKEN
UTILITY
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Utilities vs Values
Utilities
The native token for QQT is the
main token used in QQS
Token holders will be known
as Quazinians.

Values
Access to QQS will be free to all
whether you’re a Quazinian or not.
However larger holdings of QQT
will give Quazinians exclusive
privileges

When QQT is purchased, it will
be automaticall y burnt.

For each QQT burnt, Quazinians will
get 1 main pool share. Each main pool
share will give 1 QQ Credits (QQC) and
1 QQ Governance (QQG).”

Quazinians who burn QQT will be
entitled to QQC which can be used
for purchase digital assets, products
and services in QQ World

Quazinians will be able to monetize
and customize their owned assets.
Example: Real Estate can be
monetized by licensing, renting or
selling with transactions using QQC

QQS will work on a Governance
model. Quazinians with QQT burnt
will be entitled to QQG .Holders of
QQG will form part of that
Governance council.

Each Quazinian will vote via a DAO.
Proposals will be made to the DAO
where QQG holders will vote with
the majority vote winning.

Sponsorship & Advertising will play
a key role in generating revenue in
the QQS ecosystem

QQS is a metaverse platform that
attracts crypto users & other
communities and therefore is a key
opportunity for advertising &
sponsorship t o this cap tive
audience for all business types.

Quazinians will receive QQ
Rewards by building communities.

More QQ Rewards can be
generated by growing more
communities.

Token holders are eligible to apply
for QQ Debit Card (QQ Card). The
more QQT you burn, the higher your
tier of rebates.

Token holders are allowed to
Spend to Earn (S2E) using the QQ
Card and enjoy high rebates,
while spending.

www.QQS.club
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QQT Uses
Illustration
Quazinians purchase QQT to burn to get more emission shares and QQ rewards.
Based on the number of QQT burnt, Quazinians will receive an equivalent
amount (1:1) QQT to QQC (QQ Credits) and QQG (QQ Governance) which can be
used in our digital world and voting rights.

Quazinian

Purchase

Receive
Equiv alen t

QQT

QQC & QQG

Increase in

BURN

Emission shares

Or, Quazinians can top up their debit cards. As you spend with the card, the
amount spent will be added to your emission shares at the end of the
month.
Increase in
Emission shares

Quazinian

Top-Up

QQ Car d

Spend

QQ Car d
Rebates

*Amount of QQT burnt will determines QQ Rebate tier

www.QQS.club
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Quazinians who invite new friends
into the community will receive QQ
Rewards.
QQ Rewards will increase Quazinian’s emission shares allocation in the emission
pool.
20% of your friend’s total “burnt QQT” amount will increase your emission shares.

Example: Alex purchased and burnt 30,000 QQT and invited Cindy to QQS. Cindy
then purchased and burnt 20,000 QQT herself. When Cindy burns 20,000 QQT,
Alex will add (20,000 x 20%) = 4,000 more shares to his emission shares.

Alex

Cindy

+
30,000

=
20,000 x 20%
= 4,000

34,000
Emission
Shares

Alex emission shares allocation has increase from 30,000 to 34,000.

www.QQS.club
www.QQs.club
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QQ
Rewards

Opportunity to get more QQ Rewards of 80% from your community

based on the rewards they earn.

Ale x : 30k

Alex invite
Cindy (20,000
QQT)

Cindy : 20k

Cindy invite Benny
(20,000 QQT)

Benny : 20k

Benny invite Anne
(20,000 QQT)

Anne : 20k

James : 20k

Anne invite James, and
he burnt 20,000 QQT

Anne

Anne will get QQ Rewards
20%x 20,000= 4,000,
Emission shares increase
to 24,000

Benn y

Cindy

Alex

Benny will earn 80% of Anne’s QQ
Rewards (80% x 4,000 = 3200),
Emission shares increase to 23,200
Cindy will earn 80% of Benny’s QQ
Rewards (80% x 3,200 = 2560),
Emission shares increase to 22,560
Alex will earn 80% of Cindy’s QQ
rewards (80% x 2,560 = 2048),
Emission shares increase to 32,048

The QQ rewards calculations for the subsequent levels of the community is based
on this formula –
80%x-1 x 20% x QQT BURNT
QQ Rewards Cap amount is 2 times the total accumulated amount of QQT burnt
www.QQS.club
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QQ
Rebates
Quazinians are eligible to apply for QQ Card. QQ Card is available in VISA and
UNIONPAY debit cards.
The more QQT you burn, the higher your rebate rate. Rebates are calculated
and add to your emission shares at the end of the month.
Rebate rates are as accordingly:
Tier

Burn

Annual Fee

Rebate

$500

1%

Basic
Classic

$10,000 worth of QQT

3%

Silver

$30,000 worth of QQT

5%

Gold

$80,000 worth of QQT

7%

Platinum

$150,000 worth of QQT

10%

Diamond

$300,000 worth of QQT

15%

*The above rebate % may varies and is subjected to the company discretion

Burnt
80k worth
of QQT

QQ Card
Gold Tier

Spends

Month E nd
Total= $1,000

Rebate

7%

Enjoy more
Daily Emission

www.QQS.club
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Emission shares

QQ
Rebates:
$70

Equivalent
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QQ
ADVERTISING
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What Is QQ Ads?
Within QQ World, advertisements will play a key role in revenue
generation. We are oﬀering investors an opportunity to beneﬁt from
that ad revenue, and are calling it QQ ADS

What Does QQ Ads Oﬀer?
We create fame for our brand partners. We oﬀer a captive audience
which guarantees dwell time and play through rate, which is an exciting
prospect for advertisers

Ownership Of QQ Ads
There are 50 large ad blocks and 100 small ad blocks, which are
available in QQ World. 50% o f that space will be available t o purchase
through NFT. This is QQ ADS. 50% of all revenue generated through QQ
ADS will be distributed to the NFT holders.

Owning QQ Ads
QQ ADS can be purchased by using QQT. The price depends on the
position of the ad blocks in QQ World. Every visitor to QQ World has to
visit the reception, guaranteeing the highest footfall, and therefore the
largest cost. Generally the more premium sites will be on the lower
ﬂoors, decreasing in value as we go further up the tower.

QQ Ads Revenue
QQ ADS revenue will be distributed to the QQ NFT holders on a
weighted basis dependant on the position within QQ World.

www.QQS.club
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Advertising
Blocks
QQS will manage the relationship with advertisers and ensure that the adverts are
served to the ADBLOCKS dynamically, generating a revenue stream directlyfor
the NFT holder.

Small Adblocks
Small totems will be located all around QQ World. There will be
double sided boards, and can contain video or static imagery.
Each of the advertising boards will be owned 50% by QQS, and 50% by
50 NFT holders. So those 50 NFT holders will gain 1% o f all advertising
revenue generated by that ADBLOCK for every NFT held.

Large Adblocks
Large ADBLOCKS will be located in the reception area and other key
areas with high footfall.
Each of the advertising boards will be owned 50% by QQS, and 50% by
50 NFT holders. So those 50 NFT holders will gain 1% o f all advertising
revenue generated by that ADBLOCK for every NFT held.

External Building Advertising
Anyone who visits Manhattan will recognize the bright signs and
billboards that are a hallmark o f Times Square. There will become an
iconic element of the architecture in QQ World too. These spaces
oﬀer big exposure for advertisers

Auditorium
There will be an auditoriums where key people will hold talks. This will
be a prime location and will generate traﬃc only seconded to the
reception. And gives opportunities for brands to link their advertising
to great content

www.QQS.club
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ROADMAP
2022

Q3
JULY

Q2
MAY

OCTOBER
QQ VAULT

Oﬃcial Listing On
Dex
(PancakeSwap)

QQT Token
Presale
(IDO) End

QQT Token
Presale
(IDO)

Q4

Q3
JULY

2023
Q2
APRIL

Q4
NOVEMBER
QQ Card

QQ NFT

2024

Q1
MARCH
QQ APP

202
202
202
2025555202
202
202
2025555
Q1
MARCH

Q4
NOVEMBER
QQ WORLD

2025

QQ EXCHANGE
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BE PART OF
QQ WORLD
TODAY!

